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ABSTRACT

By virtue of its built-in processing capabilities for large datasets, Hadoop ecosystem has been utilized to solve many critical problems. The ecosystem consists of three components; client, Namenode and Datanode, where client is a user component that requests cluster operations through Namenode and processes data blocks at Datanode enabled with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Recently, HDFS has launched an add-on to connect a client through Network File System (NFS) that can upload and download set of data blocks over Hadoop cluster. In this way, a client is not considered as part of the HDFS and could perform read and write operations through a contrast file system. This HDFS NFS gateway has raised many security concerns, most particularly; no reliable authentication support of upload and download of data blocks, no local and remote client efficient connectivity, and HDFS mounting durability issues through untrusted connectivity. To stabilize the NFS gateway strategy, we present in this paper a Key Exchange Authentication Protocol (KEAP) between NFS enabled client and HDFS NFS gateway. The proposed approach provides cryptographic assurance of authentication between clients and gateway. The protocol empowers local and remote client to reduce the problem of session lagging over server instances. Moreover, KEAP-NFS enabled client increases durability through stabilized session and increases ordered writes through HDFS trusted authorization. The experimental evaluation depicts that KEAP-NFS enabled client increases local and remote client I/O stability, increases durability of HDFS mount, and manages ordered and unordered writes over HDFS Hadoop cluster.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Big data analytics has strengthened the concept of large data processing in a functional manner [1]. For this purpose, we find multiple huge data processing systems i.e. Apache Hadoop [2], MapR [3], Cloudera [4]. Apache Hadoop is an open source ecosystem that process large scaled datasets through four components i.e. Hadoop commons, YARN, HDFS and MapReduce. Hadoop commons consists of functional library that support cluster environment processing. YARN is counted as brain of Hadoop that controls the functionality of data set processing [5]. HDFS is a file system that provides namespace to store datasets [6]. Whereas, MapReduce is a functional paradigm that processes largescale datasets in the distributed computing environment [7].

The HDFS is distributed over three-layer architecture consisting of, client, Namenode, and Datanode. The client connects to Namenode and processes authorized datasets over Datanode [8]. The authorization at this layer includes Namenode permission and location of data block processing over Datanode [9].

Recently, Hadoop has introduced an add-on functionality to connect a client having a different file system than HDFS [10]. The reason to provide such facility is to bypass a conditional limit of not allowing random writes over HDFS. Due to this, Hadoop extends client accessibility through Network file system (NFS) and security authorization protocols i.e., Kerberos and network-layer authorization protocols [11] over network layer. However, Hadoop ecosystem processes random application requests through multiple clients and most of them remain to be unprivileged...
nodes [12]. Due to this, such authorization protocols at network layers would not be found useful. Therefore, the ecosystem enhanced client functionality to NFS client and HDFS NFS gateway as seen from Figure-1.

The current scenario of HDFS NFS gateway provides functional access to two types of clients i.e., privileged clients and unprivileged clients [13]. The privileged clients use system authorization only i.e., ‘root’, while unprivileged clients do not use any such authorization [14]. Thus, HDFS suffers due to non-durable connections, less ordered writes, and increase in unordered writes over cluster.

To solve mentioned issues, we propose Key Exchange Authorization Protocol (KEAP) NFS enabled client that provides a reliable and secure connectivity over HDFS. The KEAP-NFS enabled client reduces connectivity time at local and remote profiles. Moreover, the proposed approach increases durability in sessions over HDFS mount. To add with this, KEAP-NFS enabled client also reduced unordered writes and increased ordered writes as compared to privileged and unprivileged clients.

The main contributions of the proposed scheme are:

- A novel public key encryption strategy over NFS client.
- A novel private key decryption strategy over HDFS NFS gateway.
- An enhanced cryptographic key exchange strategy between NFS client and HDFS NFS gateway.
- KEAP enabled HDFS mount ‘/’ directory session management.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III briefly explains proposed approach KEAP. Section IV depicts experimental environment and evaluation result for KEAP-NFS enabled client. Finally, section V shows conclusion and future research directions.

2. RELATED WORK

Researchers have presented contributions over HDFS security perspective. The prominent contributions could be divided into two categories i.e., Block Access Token (BAT) and Delegation Token (DT). Although, Kerberos authorization [15] could be used at HDFS NFS gateway but that arises result session lagging and latency issues [16]. Moreover, Kerberos eTicket authorization increases NFS mount timeout problem [17]. Therefore, we focus over the related contributions of BAT and DT approaches. HDFS NFS gateway is accessed by two types of clients i.e. privileged and unprivileged. In case of DT [18] that assigns authorization through Namenode, the gateway is unable to permit unprivileged clients. Moreover, Namenode assigns a specific session time to read / write data blocks which produce re-connect session problems in the HDFS NFS gateway environment [19]. BAT [20] strategy is specially use to pass data access authorization from Namenode to Datanode. In such a scenario, the NFS client is ignored to read / write a data block [21]. Moreover, BAT is limited to single ‘owner’ data block processing and could not facilitate multiple NFS client accessibility [22].

Considering such a limited scenario of related schemes for HDFS NFS gateway, we present KEAP-NFS enabled HDFS client that uses a novel Key Exchange Authorization protocol to authenticate any NFS client i.e. privileged or unprivileged. Moreover, our presented authorization scheme increases the durability of user’s session through confirmation of certified user and increases ordered writes over trusted communication.

3. KEY EXCHANGE AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL OVER NFS ENABLED HDFS

The proposed approach KEAP is distributed in five stages i.e., (i) Generation of public and private key certificates, (ii) Public key certificate for KEAP-NFS enabled client, (iii) KEAP-NFS HDFS private key certificate processing, and (iv) Exchange of Public and Private authorization keys. When a KEAP-NFS enabled client acquires public key, the Namenode receives certificate credentials and exchanges the authorization information with HDFS NFS gateway. The KEAP enabled gateway validates the NFS client certificate with private key certificate.
and authorizes access credentials to read / write data blocks over Datanode rack, as shown in Figure-2.

![Figure 2: Key Exchange Authentication Protocol over NFS enabled HDFS](image)

### Table 1: KEAP Notations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{user}_{ACL_i}$</td>
<td>A user $i$ defined in access control list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Cert}_{pub_i}$</td>
<td>Public key certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Cert}_{priv_i}$</td>
<td>Private key certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Pub}_{key_i}$</td>
<td>Public key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Priv}_{key_i}$</td>
<td>Private key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Cert}_{req_i}$</td>
<td>Certificate request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{fun}_{srf}$</td>
<td>Pseudo random function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_i$</td>
<td>Client instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{HNG}_i$</td>
<td>HDFS NFS Gateway instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{rights}_{user_i}$</td>
<td>ACL users’ rights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Generation of Public and Private key certificates

The Namenode is responsible to generate public and private key certificates as per access control list (ACL) of users. The $\text{user}_{ACL_i}$ is defined with $\text{rights}_{user_i}$ in Namenode.

#### 3.1.1 Public Key Certificate (PKC)

The generation of PKC involves a prime integer $p$, a long number generator $g$, modular multiplicative inverse $w = b \mod \phi(n)$ having $b$ as co-prime to $\phi(n)w_p = w \mod (p - 1)$, $w_g = w \mod (q - 1)$ and $g_{inv} = g^{-1} \mod p$. Therefore, $\text{Priv}_{key_i}$ can be generated as:

$$\text{Priv}_{key_i} = \left( \text{p}_{\text{int}_i}, g_{\text{mod}_{p_i}}, \phi(n) \right)$$

(1)

The certificate contains public key $\text{Pub}_{key_i}$ and digital signature $DS_{\text{Cert}_i}$. Therefore, the public key certificate $\text{Cert}_{pub_i}$ can be generated as:

$$\text{Cert}_{pub_i} = \left( DS_{\text{Cert}_i}, \text{Pub}_{key_i} \right)$$

(2)

3.1.2 Private Key Certificate (PRKC)

The generation of PRKC involves a prime integer $p$, a long number generator $g$, modular multiplicative inverse $w = b \mod \phi(n)$ having $b$ as co-prime to $\phi(n)w_p = w \mod (p - 1)$, $w_g = w \mod (q - 1)$ and $g_{inv} = g^{-1} \mod p$. Therefore, $\text{Priv}_{key_i}$ can be generated as:

$$\text{Priv}_{key_i} = \left( \text{p}_{\text{int}_i}, g_{\text{mod}_{p_i}}, w, w_p, w_g, g_{\text{inv}} \right)$$

(3)

The certificate consists of private key $\text{Priv}_{key_i}$ and digital signature $DS_{\text{Cert}_i}$. Therefore, the private key certificate $\text{Cert}_{priv_i}$ can be generated as:

$$\text{Cert}_{priv_i} = \left( DS_{\text{Cert}_i}, \text{Priv}_{key_i} \right)$$

(4)

The HDFS NFS gateway decrypts $\text{Message}_E$ through validating $\text{Cert}_{priv_i}$ and match $\text{user}_{ACL_i}$ information. Therefore, the decryption of $\text{Message}_E$ can be represented as,

$$\text{Message}_E = \left( \text{user}_{ACL_i}, \text{Cert}_{pub_i} \right)$$

(5)

3.2 Public key certificate for KEAP-NFS enabled client

When a client contacts Namenode, HDFS classifies this node into two categories i.e. Local client and
remote client [28]. The NFS gateway validates HOST/IP address of client and sends an interface to submit authentication credentials $Auth_{C_i}$. The client instance $C_i$ receives public key certificate $Cert_{pub_i}$ and generates a request session over HDFS NFS gateway as:

$$Req_{C_i} = (Auth_{C_i}, Val_ID_i, Message_E) \quad (7)$$

The $Req_{C_i}$ security header $SH_{C_i}$ differs with node classification. The local client request session can be represented as:

$$Req_{Local_i} = (Req_{C_i}, SH_{Local_i}) \quad (8)$$

Similarly, the remote client request session can be represented as:

$$Req_{Remote_i} = (Req_{C_i}, SH_{Remote_i}) \quad (9)$$

### 3.3 KEAP-NFS HDFS private key certificate processing

At this stage, the $Req_{C_i}$ connects NFS gateway $HNG_i$ through portmap configuration [29]. The NFS gateway facilitates $Req_{Local_i}$ over $Local_{Gateway}$ and $Req_{Remote_i}$ over $Remote_{Gateway}$. The $Message_E$ is decrypted using $Cert_{priv_i}$ and $client_{Session_i}$ receives $rights_{user_i}$ through keytab. The keytab is a set of principles to allocate $HDFS_{namespace}$. After this, $client_{Session_i}$ receives mount point ‘/’ through HDFS proxy user and establishes a connection with $Rack_{Datanodes}$ as illustrated in Figure-3.

![Figure 3: Workflow of Private key certificate processing over KEAP-NFS HDFS](image)

### 3.4 Exchange of Public and Private authorization keys

We consider that client instance $C_i$ shows encrypted $Message_E$ over KEAP-NFS HDFS gateway. The $validator$ isolates $Cert_{pub_i}$ and $m_{Encrypt}$. Furthermore, $Cert_{pub_i}$ is extracted between public key $Pub_{key_i}$ and digital signature $DS_{cert_i}$. The $DS_{cert_i}$ depicts the reliable source ownership of KEAP-NFS gateway and $Pub_{key_i}$ refers to the encryption key [30]. The NFS gateway instance $HNG_i$ calculates all encryption credentials through calculating $Pub_{key_i}$ as summarized in Figure-4.

![Figure 4: Public key encryption procedure](image)

The decryption work-flow includes parameters of $Message_D$ i.e. repository of $user_{ACL_i}$ and processing of $Cert_{priv_i}$ credentials. Furthermore, digital signature $DS_{cert_i}$ cross checks the validity of KEAP-NFS client and decrypt $C(Message_E)$ through private key $Priv_{key_i}$ as illustrated in Figure-5.
3.4.1 Message Encryption
The KEAP-NFS enabled client formats real authorization \( M \) into integer \( m \). The corresponding value of \( m \) remain in between \( 0 < m < n \) and \( \gcd(m, n) = 1 \). The \( m \) and \( n \) are coprime integers obtained using padding strategy. The client computes ciphered text \( C(\text{Message}_E) \) using public key \( \text{Pub}_{ki,j} \). This message transformation can be represented as:

\[
C(\text{Message}_E) \equiv m^e \pmod{n}
\tag{10}
\]

3.4.2 Message Decryption
The NFS gateway instance \( HNG_i \) decrypts \( C(\text{Message}_E) \) through the \( \text{Priv}_{key} \) \( d \) as:

\[
\text{Message} \equiv C(\text{Message}_E)^d \tag{11}
\]

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate KEAP approach over cluster configuration as observed from Table-1.

4.1 Environment
The Hadoop cluster contains Intel Xeon with 8 CPUs, 32GB memory and storage devices i.e. 1TB Hard disk drive and 128GB Samsung SSD. Furthermore, we also used Intel core i5 with 4 Core, 16GB memory and storage devices i.e. 1TB Hard disk drive and 128 GB Samsung SSD. We used virtualbox 5.0.16 for installing 5 virtual machines on depicted cluster configurations as observed from Table-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node Description</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Disk</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master Node</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16 GB</td>
<td>HDD &amp; SSD</td>
<td>Intel Xeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>HDD &amp; SSD</td>
<td>Intel Xeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>HDD &amp; SSD</td>
<td>Intel Core i5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>HDD &amp; SSD</td>
<td>Intel Core i5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>HDD &amp; SSD</td>
<td>Intel Core i5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Experimental Dataset
The dataset used to process experimental work includes: (i) 640 SSD wordcount data blocks of 64MB (40GB size), (ii) 640 HDD wordcount data blocks (40GB size), (iii) 640 SSD grep data blocks (40GB size), and (iv) 640 HDD grep data blocks (40GB size) [31].

4.3 Experimental Results
The experiments performed to evaluate KEAP scheme are: (i) Local client access, (ii) Remote client access, (iii) NFS mount durability, (iv) Ordered writes, and (v) Unordered writes.

4.3.1 Local client access
To evaluate the efficiency of Local client connectivity, we performed lookup analysis [32] over three type of connections i.e. Local KEAP-NFS enabled client, Local Privileged client, and Local unprivileged client. We evaluated above mentioned clients over ‘500’ HDFS NFS gateway instances and found that Local KEAP-NFS enabled client consumes ‘13’ seconds averagely over connecting to NFS gateway. Similarly, we evaluate that Local privileged client consumes ‘19’ seconds averagely while connecting to NFS gateway. In the same way, we evaluate that Local unprivileged client consumes ‘25’ seconds averagely while connecting to NFS gateway. The KEAP-enabled client is 46.15% efficient than Local privileged and 92.3% efficient than Local unprivileged client over connecting to NFS Gateway. The KEAP-enabled client is 46.15% efficient than Local privileged and 92.3% efficient than Local unprivileged client over connecting to NFS gateway, as shown in Figure-6. The reason of this robust efficiency is unattended bypass of session through NFS authorization due to KEAP scheme while Local privileged need to authorize connection at mount point and local
unprivileged client consumes huge time due to open proxy connectivity lagging.

**Figure 6: Local client connectivity over HDFS NFS Gateway**

### 4.3.2 Remote client access

We evaluate the effectiveness of Remote client connectivity through remote lookup analysis over three type of connections i.e. Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client, Remote privileged client, and Remote unprivileged client. The threshold HDFS NFS gateway connection is set to ‘500’ instances. We evaluate that Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client consumes ‘19’ seconds averagely for connecting to NFS gateway. The same way, we find that Remote privileged client consumes ‘28’ seconds averagely over connecting to NFS gateway. Similarly, we evaluate that Remote unprivileged client consumes ‘32’ seconds averagely while connecting to NFS Gateway. The Remote KEAP-enabled client is 47.36% effective than Remote privileged and 68.42% efficient than Remote unprivileged client while connecting to NFS gateway as shown in Figure-7. The proposed scheme is efficient due to unattended bypass of session through NFS authorization and remote authorization. The Remote privilege produces latency due to mount point authorization and remote network delay, while Remote unprivileged client secures network delay and opens proxy connectivity lagging.

**Figure 7: Remote client connectivity over HDFS NFS Gateway**

### 4.3.3 NFS mount durability

When a client session is granted access to NFS mount ‘/’, HDFS https generate a session timeout due to passage of huge data block processing. Thus, privileged and unprivileged clients re-connects to get a new session and resume the I/O operations. The NFS gateway logs resuming connections and calculates a session duration [33]. Furthermore, NFS computes a session durability percentile over HDFS cluster. We evaluate 6 type of connections over 300 instances equally dividing into 50 sessions i.e., (i) Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client, (ii) Remote privileged client, (iii) Remote unprivileged client, (iv) Local KEAP-NFS enabled client, (v) Local privileged client, and (vi) Local unprivileged client. We performed rigorous analytics and evaluated that Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client lengthen a session up to ‘60’ seconds averagely. Moreover, Remote privileged client maintains a session up to ‘52’ seconds averagely. Furthermore, Remote unprivileged client sustains a session up to ‘42’ seconds averagely. Similarly, we found that Local KEAP-NFS enabled client lengthen a session up to ‘56’ seconds averagely, and Local privileged client maintains a session up to ‘48’ seconds averagely. Furthermore, Local unprivileged client sustains a session up to ‘38’ seconds averagely, as shown in Figure-8. In this way, the Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client is 15.38% efficient than Remote privileged and 42.85% efficient than Remote unprivileged client. Moreover, Local KEAP-NFS enabled client is 16.67% effective than Local privileged and 47.36% efficient than Local unprivileged client in terms of session duration.
4.3.4 HDFS NFS Gateway Operations

The NFS gateway provides a medium to place dataset over mount directory of HDFS. As we know that, HDFS do not support random writes storage, whereas NFS client offers two types of random writes i.e. ordered writes and unordered writes [34]. Due to this, NFS client cannot write dataset operations over HDFS directly but upload a local file system storage dataset to HDFS. This untrusted authorization strategy decreases the number of ordered writes and increases number of unordered writes over NFS HDFS.

To observe the performance of NFS gateway operations, we evaluated connection types over 300 instances, equally divided into 50 sessions. We found that Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client processed ‘27342’ ordered writes averagely. The Remote privileged client processed ‘24729’ ordered writes averagely and Remote unprivileged client processed ‘21721’ ordered writes averagely. Furthermore, we found that Local KEAP-NFS enabled client produced ‘26016’ ordered writes averagely. The Local privileged client produced ‘23428’ ordered writes averagely and Local unprivileged client produced ‘19624’ ordered writes averagely. Thus, with this evaluation we found that, the Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client is 10.56% efficient than Remote privileged and 25.87% effective than Remote unprivileged client ordered writes processing. The Local KEAP-NFS enabled client is 11.04% efficient than Local privileged and 32.57% effective than Local unprivileged client ordered writes processing, as shown in Figure-9.

Moreover, we evaluated that Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client produced ‘527’ unordered writes averagely. The Remote privileged client produced ‘1341’ unordered writes averagely and Remote unprivileged client produced ‘3891’ unordered writes averagely. Furthermore, we found that Local KEAP-NFS enabled client processed ‘904’ unordered writes averagely. The Local privileged client processed ‘2067’ unordered writes averagely and Local unprivileged client produced ‘4383’ unordered writes averagely. Therefore, the Remote KEAP-NFS enabled client is 60.7% efficient than Remote privileged and 86.45% effective than Remote unprivileged client unordered writes processing. The Local KEAP-NFS enabled client is 56.26% efficient than Local privileged and 79.37% effective than Local unprivileged client unordered writes processing, as presented in Figure-10.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a novel Key Exchange Authorization Protocol (KEAP) over HDFS NFS gateway. The proposed approach...
secures NFS client and HDFS NFS gateway at user session environment. With extensive evaluations, the KEAP-NFS enabled client is found to be effectively stable than local privileged and unprivileged clients. Moreover, the KEAP-NFS enabled client performs efficiently than privileged and unprivileged remotely. The HDFS mount point remains much stable than default approaches. Finally, KEAP reduces unordered writes and increases ordered writes over HDFS NFS gateway.

In future, we would focus to extend NFS gateway integrity over interoperability aware multihoming inter-networks.
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